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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we evaluate smoothing within the context of the

MVA (mean subtraction, variance normalization, and ARMA fil-
tering) post-processing scheme for noise-robust automatic speech
recognition. MVA has shown great success in the past on the Au-
rora 2.0 and 3.0 corpora even though it is computationally inex-
pensive. Herein, MVA is applied to many acoustic feature ex-
traction methods, and is evaluated using Aurora 2.0. We evalu-
ate MVA post-processing on MFCCs, LPCs, PLPs, RASTA, Tan-
dem, Modulation-filtered Spectrogram, and Modulation Cross-
CorreloGram features. We conclude that while effectiveness does
depend on the extraction method, the majority of features benefit
significantly from MVA, and the smoothing ARMA filter is an im-
portant component. It appears that the effectiveness of normaliza-
tion and smoothing depends on the domain in which it is applied,
being most fruitfully applied just before being scored by a prob-
abilistic model. Moreover, since it is both effective and simple,
our ARMA filter should be considered a candidate method in most
noise-robust speech recognition tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lack of noise robustness is an obstacle that automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems must overcome to be more widely
used. Indeed, one small step for noise-robustness could be one
giant leap for ASR’s viability. But even given the many recent and
novel noise-robust techniques, there is still considerable room for
improvement as indicated by the fact that human performance in
noise is still far better.

Besides being accurate, ASR systems also must have tolera-
ble computational and memory demands, especially on portable
devices. MVA post-processing [1, 2] is an effective noise-robust
technique on small-vocabulary ASR tasks. It achieves perfor-
mance on par with most effective noise-robust techniques, but
without any significant computational increase — it is therefore
applicable to low-power and/or portable devices.

The main innovative idea behind MVA is a smoothing ARMA
filter and the domain in which it is applied (just before the Gaus-
sians). In this paper, the effectiveness of MVA and in particu-
lar its smoothing filter is investigated on a wide variety of speech
features. Our goal is to discover the effectiveness of smoothing
in particular, and MVA in general on these features. Our inter-
est is to characterize those features that combine well with MVA.
Our conclusion will be that since the ARMA filter is both effec-
tive and easy to apply, it should be a candidate technique for any
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noise-robust ASR system. This paper is primarily an empirical
evaluation, but a detailed theoretical analysis of additive and con-
volutional noise under MFCCs and the MVA corrective ability is
presented in [4, 12].

2. SETUP

We investigate a broad range of features in this work, namely
MFCCs, LPCs, LPC-CEPSTRA, Tandem features (two types),
PLP, MSG, MCG, and RASTA (references below). In each ex-
periment, a front-end extracts “RAW” features (which might have
differing dimensionality) that are evaluated as is, and are also sub-
jected to the post-processing stages of mean subtraction (referred
to as “M”), followed by variance normalization (MV), and fol-
lowed by ARMA filtering (MVA) as described in [1, 2]. The
back-end in each case uses whole-word HMMs (simulated using
GMTK [3] for training and decoding), with 16 emitting states for
a word model, 3 states for the silence model, and 1 state for the
short-pause model. The observation density is a Gaussian mixture
with up to 16 components. Results are evaluated on the Aurora 2.0
corpus under different SNR ratios and two training/testing con-
ditions: multi-train, ormatchedtraining/testing, and clean-train,
or mis-matchedtraining/testing. The mis-matched (clean-training)
condition is considered more difficult and realistic.

3. EVALUATIONS

3.1. MFCC

Our first feature set is the ubiquitous MFCC. Being the most com-
mon method, we will herein establish a performance baseline with
which to compare the other methods. In our experiments, each
feature vector contains 12 MFCCs enhanced by the zeroth MFCC
C0, along with delta and double-deltas (log energy is not used [4]).

Table 1. MFCC Evaluation. The results are listed with respect
to three properties: the training set used (matched or mis-matched
training/testing conditions), noise SNR (clean, 0-20 dB or -5 dB),
and post-processing applied (RAW, M, MV or MVA). The num-
bers given areword accuracy rates.

matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 99.21 88.25 22.27 99.65 54.28 7.23
M 99.48 91.64 30.69 99.72 68.58 3.94
MV 99.33 92.91 41.11 99.66 81.99 19.44
MVA 99.34 93.44 46.49 99.66 85.20 27.24



Results are presented in Table 1. MVA improves significantly
over RAW. On the 0-20 dB noisy test data, MVA improves 44.2%
relative in the matched and 67.6% in the mis-matched case. Com-
paring MV and MVA, the smoothing ARMA filtering improves
7.5% relative in the matched and 17.8% in the mis-matched case.1

(Note that the “mis-matched” case, trained only on clean data, ac-
tually outperforms “matched” for the clean test condition.)

3.2. LPC

LPC features represent quasi-stationary properties in a speech
analysis window using an all-pole model of the vocal tract.
MFCCs, on the other hand, are derived from a cosine basis ex-
pansion of the log spectral energy. Therefore the LPCs and the
MFCCs are different, and there is no immediately obvious reasons
for them to be corrupted in identical (or at least linearly-related)
ways in the presence of noise. Nevertheless, MVA post-processing
has a similar effect. In our experiments, the feature vector contains
12 LPC coefficients with log energy, and delta and delta-deltas.

Table 2. Evaluation on LPC features.

matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 89.76 63.34 3.90 93.11 21.22 5.24
M 88.76 71.92 15.97 93.52 39.96 6.52
MV 87.19 71.56 1.10 93.39 39.69 4.53
MVA 87.14 73.21 6.06 93.33 42.17 0.94

LPC results are summarized in Table 2. MVA again improves
significantly over the RAW features. Specifically, it improves
26.9% in the matched case and 26.6% in the mis-matched case,
with the 0-20 dB test tasks. Comparing MV and MVA, the smooth-
ing ARMA filtering improves 5.8% relative in the matched case
and 4.1% in the mis-matched case. Overall, the LPCs perform
worse than MFCCs (as is well known). Furthermore, MVA’s im-
provements over RAW is not as significant as the MFCC case.

3.3. LPC-CEPSTRA

The observation that the LPCs perform worse than the MFCCs
leads us to evaluate LPC-CEPSTRA. The feature vector contains
log energy and 12 LPC cepstral coefficients derived from 12 LPCs,
along with their delta and delta-deltas.

Table 3. Evaluation on LPC-Cepstral features.

matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 99.13 87.21 23.92 99.41 56.50 3.61
M 99.20 90.06 32.29 99.59 71.26 7.33
MV 98.88 90.12 31.70 99.52 80.39 17.52
MVA 98.86 90.71 36.43 99.46 82.61 23.97

LPC-CEPSTRA results are summarized in Table 3. MVA
again improves significantly over the RAW features in noisy con-
ditions. Specifically, it improves 27.4% in the matched case and
60.0% in the mis-matched case, with the 0-20 dB test tasks. Com-
paring MV and MVA, the smoothing ARMA filtering improves
6.0% relative in the matched case and 11.3% in the mis-matched
case.

1As is convention, all reported relative improvements are with respect
to the word error rate. However, the performance levels are represented
using word accuracy rate, a standard for Aurora 2.0 evaluations.

Clearly, applying the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to the
LPCs results in features better matched to the back-end Gaussian-
mixture HMM. In addition, the MVA case shows a better relative
improvement over the RAW case in the LPC-CEPSTRA than in
the LPCs, especially in the mis-matched case. That is, DCT leads
to a better baseline and a better relative improvement. Note, how-
ever, that while the performance of LPC-CEPSTRA is much better
than LPCs, it is still not as good as the MVA-MFCCs.

3.4. Tandem-M, 3.5. Tandem-C

Tandem features [5] have performed very well on Aurora 2.0. This
technique is included in our analysis to investigate how completely
different features react to MVA post-processing. The feature vec-
tor is 24-dimensional corresponding to 24 phone classes, as ex-
plained in [5]. In order to extract Tandem features, two neural net-
works are pre-trained to map from base features (PLP and MSG
respectively, see below) to phone posterior probabilities. Features
are obtained by application of the trained network without the fi-
nal network non-linearity, and performing additional processing.
In [5], the case where the networks are trained by multi-train data
only is investigated (Tandem-M). In this paper, we also investigate
the case where the networks are trained usingonly the clean-train
data (Tandem-C) leading to a double mis-match.

Table 4. Evaluation on Tandem features. Top: nets trained on
multi-train data. Bottom: nets trained on clean-train data.

Tand-M matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 99.50 92.87 40.19 99.63 85.84 17.28
M 99.58 93.66 44.31 99.68 90.05 27.79
MV 99.50 93.69 44.48 99.65 90.78 32.06
MVA 99.57 93.68 44.61 99.67 91.15 35.33
Tand-C matched train/test mis-matched train/test

clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB
RAW 99.45 89.34 27.57 99.62 71.77 8.69
M 99.57 91.47 40.78 99.65 83.81 20.87
MV 99.51 91.39 40.87 99.68 83.15 17.14
MVA 99.55 91.25 40.60 99.64 83.41 21.68

Tandem results are summarized in Table 4. The top part
shows Tandem-M and the bottom part shows Tandem-C. Over-
all, Tandem-M is better than Tandem-C, on the noisy test data.
Thus, a mismatch between the data used to train the net and the
test condition does indeed hurt overall performance, as expected.
However, MVA post-processing is capable of reducing the effect
of mismatch to some extent. This is evidenced by the observation
that the relative difference in the two cases is larger with RAW
features than with post-processed features. The improvement is
mostly accounted for by M (mean subtraction). Finally, it is inter-
esting to look at the case where the networks are trained using only
the clean-train data. While such networks have not been exposed
to noisy data, the discriminative power of the network’s training
procedure results in RAW Tandem-C features that still perform
better than RAW MFCCs.

3.6. PLP

PLP features [11] utilize aspects of the human auditory system
such as the equal-loudness curve and the power law of hearing.
Here, PLP features are based on mel-frequency filter banks.



Table 5. Evaluation on PLP features.

matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 99.40 89.81 28.53 99.65 62.05 6.98
M 99.46 92.47 37.26 99.69 71.35 5.84
MV 99.29 93.01 44.07 99.61 83.71 21.48
MVA 99.28 93.20 47.66 99.67 85.68 28.40

PLP results are summarized in Table 5. MVA improves signif-
icantly over RAW. Specifically, it improves 33.3% in the matched
case and 62.3% in the mis-matched case, with the 0-20 dB test
tasks. Comparing MV and MVA, the smoothing ARMA filtering
improves 2.7% relative in the matched case and 12.1% in the mis-
matched case. Here it is informative to compare the MFCC and
PLP features. Without any feature processing, PLP is significantly
better than MFCC (89.81% vs 88.25% in matched and 62.05% vs
54.28% in mis-matched case). However, with MVA processing,
the disadvantage of MFCC greatly decreases (93.20% vs 93.44%
in matched and 85.68% vs 85.20% in mis-matched case).

3.7. Modulation-filtered Spectrogram

The modulation-filtered spectrogram (MSG) [6] computes the 4-
Hz spectral energy of filtered modulation amplitude of each critical
band. The idea is to “focus on the elements in the signal encoding
phonetic information”, which changes at a typical rate between 0-
8 Hz corresponding to articulatory gestures. The signal processing
steps in MSG have evolved from their original setting for improved
performance [7]. Here we use the “msg3” features extracted by the
SPRACHcore software release from ICSI.2

Table 6. Evaluation on MSG features.

matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 97.42 86.37 18.05 98.90 56.06 -2.19
M 97.39 86.82 25.70 98.86 66.41 6.29
MV 97.50 86.29 15.98 98.59 57.78 6.08
MVA 97.74 86.53 19.93 98.84 60.19 6.40

Our MSG features are presented in Table 6. Without any
post-processing, the performance level is very similar to MFCCs.
With post-processing, there is no significant performance gain.
Note that msg3-features already include an on-line step of mean
and variance normalization.3 Furthermore, the modulation ampli-
tude filtering is essentiallylow-passfiltering which is similar to
ARMA. Also note that to be used in an HMM recognizer the MSG
features are often further processed by neural networks [5], e.g. in
a Tandem setup as described above.

3.8. Modulation Cross-CorreloGram

The Modulation Cross-CorreloGram (MCG) [8] features are based
on the cross-correlation of the magnitude sequences in different
spectral channels. A two-dimensional DCT is further applied to

2We thank Brian Kingsbury, the original MSG designer, for instructions
and discussions.

3The application of mean subtraction (and variance normalization) is
not entirely redundant, however, as MVA post-processing is per-utterance,
and after the msg3 variance normalization the local zero-mean property no
longer holds.

the cross-correlation matrix and the lowest-order6× 6 sub-matrix
of the DCT output constitutes the final 36-dimensional feature vec-
tor. MCG features are a “delta-only” feature, and are designed to
be used together with static MFCCs [8] or some other base fea-
ture. Herein, however, we simply evaluate MCG features alone to
assess the MVA’s effect.

Table 7. Evaluation on MCG features.

matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 90.29 65.85 15.94 90.89 57.77 10.29
M 89.30 65.64 15.41 92.32 59.07 8.61
MV 91.00 66.20 14.36 93.44 60.98 7.40
MVA 90.73 66.16 15.62 93.02 60.88 9.99

The results of MCG are presented in Table 7. The post-
processing introduces only minor improvements over the RAW
case which themselves are not very good. The lack of MVA ef-
fect is presumably because MCGs are already highly normalized.

3.9. RASTA

RelAtive SpecTrA (RASTA) [9] is a filtering technique applied in
a domain of the (compressed) critical-band spectral envelops. It is
designed to remove the slow-varying environmental variations and
the fast-varying artifacts. The 39-dimensional plain RASTA-PLP
(instead of j-rasta or log-rasta) is used in this evaluation.

Table 8. Evaluation on RASTA features.

matched train/test mis-matched train/test
clean 0-20dB -5dB clean 0-20dB -5dB

RAW 99.50 90.95 30.97 99.72 61.59 7.93
M 99.52 92.28 34.06 99.76 73.16 5.70
MV 99.18 93.18 45.18 99.70 84.20 21.95
MVA 99.34 93.25 48.37 99.66 85.40 28.15

Results are presented in Table 8. Without any post-processing,
the performance level is better than that of MFCCs in 0-20 dB
test data. With MVA post-processing, the performance levels are
virtually identical, as with PLP. Specifically, the ARMA filter in-
troduces a significant performance boost with MFCC but only a
minute gain with RASTA. To a certain degree, the RASTA filtering
and the ARMA filtering are somewhat redundant, but they exist in
different stages of the feature extraction procedure. Moreover, the
smoothing ARMA filter of MVA introduces significant gains, par-
ticularly in the high-noise and mis-matched training/testing cases.

4. COMPARISON ACROSS FEATURE SETS

The two objectives of this paper are to show that our smoothing
ARMA filter decreases error-rate in general, and also to determine
characteristics of features that work well with MVA. This section
therefore summarizes the above results in Figure 1.

Generally speaking, the feature sets have the same rank irre-
spective of the particular task (i.e. noise level, different train/test
situation). We approximately linearize the ranking as:1 ≈ 3 ≈
4 ≈ 5 ≈ 6 ≈ 9 � 7 � 8 � 2 (using the enumerations from Fig-
ure 1 and Section 3.). With clean test data, the performance either
stays the same or negligibly degrades with MVA, but under noisy
and/or mismatched training/testing conditions (the more realistic
settings), the performance is boosted by MVA. Moreover, Figure 1



shows a consistent improvement by the smoothing ARMA filter,
again particularly in the noisy and mis-matched cases.

We divide the features into three classes based on their perfor-
mance improvements under MVA:

Feature sets with substantial performance gains:MFCC,
LPC-CEPSTRA, PLP and RASTA features, where on average
MVA achieves a 63% relative improvement in the mis-matched
and 33% in matched cases, over RAW results.

Feature sets with medium performance gains:The LPCs
and Tandem features (both Tandem-M and Tandem-C), where on
average MVA achieves a 35% relative improvement in the mis-
matched and an 18% improvement in the matched cases.

Feature sets with minute performance gains:The MCG and
MSG features, where on average MVA achieves an 8% relative
improvement in mis-matched and a 1% in matched cases.

As can be seen, the features that already have a late-term built-
in smoothing and normalization component (MCG, MSG) interact
most poorly with MVA, while the features that in general have the
least such internalization (MFCCs, LPCs) interact best with MVA.
Our contention is that MVA performs well not so much because
it performs normalization and smoothing, but rather because of
where it does so, specifically just before the Gaussian densities.
In other words, it appears that smoothing and normalization are
most successfully applied just before being scored by a probabilis-
tic model.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper, we consider speech feature smoothing for robust
ASR by evaluating the MVA post-processing on many disparate
speech feature representations. Our results show that MVA works
well in the majority of cases, especially in highly noisy and/or
mismatched (train/test) data, and that our smoothing ARMA fil-
ter almost always helps. We also show MVA’s performance gain
with native noise-robust features by performing smoothing in the
final stage, just before the scoring of features by a Gaussian-
mixture HMM. Our working hypothesis, supported by further ex-
periments [12], is that normalization and smoothing is a funda-
mental property of noise-robust ASR systems, at least in small
vocabulary tasks, but it is important to do such operations in the
right domain, namely just before probabilistic scoring. MVA, like
many other techniques, does this in a computationally simple and
effective way, and is applicable to any feature extraction method.
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